
Children will increase their understanding of chemical reactions.

• If you do not have lemon juice you can substitute a different acid such as grape juice. Most acidic liquids should work for this
activity with varying results. 

• This could be a fun way to encourage little one's practice writing their letters!

• If they are impatient for the paper to dry, you can quicken the process by outing it in a sunny place or even using a bow dryer.

• Sometimes experiments fail, it is the nature of science. If you are having trouble getting a chemical reaction another option is to 
write a message in lemon juice, let it dry, and then expose it to a mild heat source such as a lightbulb or stove burner by 
holding the paper next to it. This will require an adult's assistance so that they do not accidently burn themselves or catch the 
paper on fire. 

• Warm water • Several Q-tips or small cotton balls
• A tablespoon • A paintbrush or a sponge 
• Two small bowls • Baking Soda 
• White paper • Lemon Juice 
• Food Coloring 

Allow them to safely explore the 
different materials. How do they feel, 
smell, etc. Start by mixing 1 Tbsp. 
warm water and 1 Tbsp. Baking Soda. 
Help them do the measuring but let 
them mix it themselves. Don’t tell 
them what is happening, ask them to 
describe what they see. They are 
basically creating a solution. 

WHAT YOUR CHILD IS PRACTICING
IN STEP 1…

- Motor Skills
- Measurements
- Intro to vocabulary
- Observation Skills

Invisible Ink

Next, let them dip a Q-tip or small 
cotton ball into the solution and let 
them  write or draw a secret message 
on the white paper. Try to re-dip the 
Q-tip/ cotton ball for every letter or 
stroke. Let them come up with their 
own message and practice their 
writing or drawing skills. This may be a 
challenge for some because it is hard 
to see what you are doing but try to 
stick it out! Now, you must wait for 
message or art  to dry completely 
before doing Step 3. 

WHAT YOUR CHILD IS PRACTICING
IN STEP 2…

- Motor Skills
- Mark Making 
- Intro to vocabulary

Once the paper is dry you need lemon 
juice. Either cut a lemon in half and 
help them squeeze out both sides into 
a bowl or measure out 3 tbsps. from a 
juice bottle. Add 1 drop of food 
coloring to your juice and mix them 
together. Ask them, “What do you 
think will happen?” Dip a paintbrush 
or sponge  into the juice and gently 
brush it across the paper. Make sure 
they cover the whole message. Ask 
them “What is happening and why” 

WHAT YOUR CHILD IS PRACTICING
IN STEP 3…

- Motor Skills
- Intro to vocabulary
- Observation Skills 



Invisible Ink

Materials Used:

-Warm water
-Several Q-tips 
-A tablespoon 
-A paint brush 
-Two small bowls 
-Baking Soda 
-White paper
-Food Coloring
-Lemon Juice

Materials Used:

-Warm water
-Several Q-tips 
-A tablespoon 
-A sponge 
-Two small bowls 
-Baking Soda 
-White paper
-Lemon Juice 
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